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Abstract
In year 2001 a paper in the ANAS considered links between month of birth and longevity. In the
following years we published four papers related to “big killers” (cardiac and oncology) that
showed some differences in birth months distribution of this group and studied by LA, NS Gavrilov’s centenarians. The aim of this study was to study conception and birth months of another
modern “big killer”—cerebral stroke (CVA) that is taking a leading role among cardiovascular
causes of death in the last decades. Methods: 130,120 deaths of both gender CVA victims in Lithuania at 1989-2013 were studied. In addition to birth month, the months of conception (9 months
before birth) were studied. Our data were compared with results of centenarians (birth of LA, NS
Gavrilov’s study and transformed by authors also their conception month). Results: The maximum
of births were January, March and May for CVA victims, while the analogical conception maximum
were in April, June, May and July. The similar data for centenarians were that maximal births were
in November, September, October (LA, NS Gavrilov) and conception in December, January, February. These results are similar to data related to cardiac and oncology deaths published in our previous publications. Conclusion: The conception and birth month of victims of CVA is different of
similar data obtained by centenarians study. Different environmental conditions at different parts
of the year and solar cycle can play a role affecting the embryo at early stages of development,
predisposing to some pathologies in coming years of life.
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1. Introduction
Time is “the final judge”, the principal tool between man and environment.
In year 2001 in Annals of the National Academy of Science (USA) a study was published considering human
longevity links with month of birth [1]. As a result of this study our groups published papers in the Ischemic
Heart Disease (IHD), Myocardial Infarction (AMI), Rapid (agony time ≤ 24 h) (RCD) and Sudden Cardiac
Death (agony time ≤ 1 h) (SCD) and another potential leader in human mortality—Oncology malignancies
comparing these patients birth month with analogical data found by A. and N. Gavrilov’s in their study of US
1574 centenarians (100 - 112-year-old people [2]—as a cohort of longevity population [3]-[7].
The aim of this study was to compare this very old people’s birth month with birth month of another “big
killer” that is taking a more and more leading position in Cardiovascular Medicine-brain Stroke, or Cerebral
Vascular Accident (CVA). In addition to birth month we also included in this study the presumed conception
month of both compared groups. The conception procedure was done after our studies in Congenital Heart Disease and Down Syndrome links with cosmophysical factors activity show that correlation of these abnormalities
with Space Weather components (Solar, Geomagnetic, Cosmic Ray (Neutron)) activity is stronger at the month
of presumed conception, than at the month of birth [8]-[11].

2. Patients and Methods
The included patient population was from the Republic of Lithuania that we have a long tradition of scientific
cooperation—that were victims of CVA for 25 years—1989-2013 in Lithuania 132,020 people; in this study
were included 130,120 patients—CVA victims that there month of birth was established. 81,320 woman and
48,800 men CVA victims were studied. The conception time was presumed 9 months before the birth month.
Monthly conception and birth months were established for the total studied population also for each gender and
compared with the mentioned 100 - 112-year group [2].

3. Results
Figures 1-3 presents conception month distribution for CVA victims total and male, female patients in percent.
Figures 4-6 present the birth month distribution for the same population. The maximal conception and birth

Figure 1. Monthly conception time of CVA victims. Both genders.
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Figure 2. Monthly conception time of CVA victims. Male.

Figure 3. Monthly conception time of CVA victims. Female.

Figure 4. Monthly birth time of CVA victims. Both genders.
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Figure 5. Monthly bith time of CVA victims. Male.

Figure 6. Monthly birth time of CVA victims. Female.

months distribution in the Gavrilov’s [2] studied centenarians are as follows: for conception January, February,
December. For birth months-November, September, October.

4. Discussion
Comparing the results of CVA victims conception and birth time with analogical study of acute cardiac events
and oncology malignancies patients (all leading death causes in the industrial world) we can see many similarities: for all the maximal conception months were April, June, July, births concentrated at the first half of the
year. The centenarian conception at the end of the year (December) and in January, February [2] [8] [9].
Here we must remind that the sun is closest to the Earth at January 3rd, most far on July 4th. Difference in
distance about five million kilometers [10] [11]. Solar wind changes can affect many enzyme activities, involved
in human physiology and pathology [12]. It’s possible that such effects differ at different parts of solar cycle.
Changes in the early life stages can affect predisposition to specific pathologies, or their risk factors in the
years coming.
In the last years it was announced that also in rats longevity was related to month of birth [13] [14]. The proposed mechanism of such changes can be related to different Melatonin production in different light intensity
and time (Melatonin is produced only in dark) at months of the year and some effects of solar and geomagnetic
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activity [14].
Anyway it’s a remarkable difference between all “big killers” population with the data seen in the centenarian
group [7]. The seen differences returning us the old backgrounds of astrology, were many human life aspects
were connected with the month of his/her birth [15]-[17]. Not only birth time has it rules. Human death is also
rhythmic and deaths from different causes have different rhythms [18]. A special discipline Chronobiology is
studying time related problems of our life [19]. The possible differences in human body related to different time
of conception and birth can be a field of future studies.
Limitation of the study: Our presumption of conception time 9 months before birth month is ignoring about
10% preterm births. This can make some correction in our calculation, but not too much.
We not made different study for hemorrhagic and Ischemic stroke. But in modern society Ischemic stroke is
the dominant form of the disease. The hemorrhagic stroke was more often before modern treatment of hypertension came.

5. Conclusions
The month of presumed conception and month of birth of victims of CVA are different from similar data of
centenarians.
Possible environmental effects changing at different parts of the year can be involved in predisposition to
specific risk factors and pathology in later stages of human life. But this demands additional studies.
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